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Has modern psychology uncovered powerful but simple mind "hacks" that allow you to literally
rewire your brain for unstoppable motivation?In "How To Stick To A Diet", you'll discover what the
most recent psychological research has uncovered can be done to unlock the motivation you
need to reach your health, fitness and weight loss goals - regardless of willpower.You're about to
discover...• Why losing weight through dieting can backfire causing a person to end up more
overweight down the road, and what is essential if you want to keep fat off FOREVER.• The truth
about why "diets don't work" is both true AND false! (The truth may surprise you!)• How 4 core
emotional wants (that dictate your behavior) can make it impossible to stick to a diet and
overcome emotional eating unless you start to use them the right way.• How changing one word
you say can flip a switch in your brain to generate willpower on demand.• 3 “mind hacks” that
instantly changing your feelings towards any foods! With these tricks in your tool belt, you'll know
exactly how to stop food cravings and that used to tempt you before.• Why it's almost impossible
for you to fail when you take the one simple approach most people don't even try!• Why diet tips
for enhancing weight loss motivation without first explaining this *one* thing are almost useless.•
How you can still eat all of your favorite treats without them screwing up your diet, weight loss
efforts, or health and still stay slim.• Hands down the best, quickest, and safest way to lose
weight while preventing metabolic shutdown ever invented!• How to instantly shut down the
body's stress response so you'll never have to worry about being too stressed out which can kill
dieting motivation.• The real reason you crave sugar and snacks, and how a couple inexpensive
items from your local grocery store will stop sweet and salty junk food cravings dead in their
tracks. (Never give into binge eating again when you know this!)• Why following typical advice on
“goal setting” may actually make it nearly impossible to sustain your results, and what recent
research has shown you must do when setting goals for long-term success.• What research has
shown can actually alter your genetics, and what you must do to make sure your genes aren't
keeping you unhealthy and out of shape.• Why people feel so stressed out about dieting, and
how you can free yourself of feeling overwhelmed when approaching diet.• A little known tip to
get organic quality food at wholesale prices so you can eat the healthiest foods without breaking
your budget.• How you can make days worth of healthy food in only 5 minutes of prep time.
When you know this strategy, “not having time” will never stop your diet success.• Where to find
the best deals on supplements, protein shakes, and health foods online so you can avoid
wasting hundreds to thousands of dollars.• And much more!Dieting can mean giving up your
favorite foods, spending hours in the kitchen preparing meals, not enjoying meals with friends,
struggling to stop food cravings, and paying a fortune on costly health foods. Factor in the stress
of trying to change your dietary habits, and it's no wonder having to muster up the motivation to
stay on a diet can feel downright impossible.But you don't have to struggle after you discover
these little known tricks to tap into your psychology that allow you to have unstoppable
motivation. Not only will you stick to a healthy diet for good, but you'll also get to every moment



of it!

Book DescriptionUnderstanding the Dreams You Dream: Biblical Keys for Hearing God’s Voice
in the Night not only provides insight into your dreams and life, but also includes a
comprehensive dictionary of dream symbols!You will be guided through the complex world of
dreams by a minister with decades of experience receiving, understanding, and interpreting
dreams of his own and for others.I have received many helpful messages from God through
dreams. In addition to being helped through my own dreams, I have seen many other people
obtain help and comfort by using their dreams as an aid to healing in pastoral counseling. –Ira
MilliganThrough Scripture-based meditation, much can be understood about your dreams, but
many Christians don’t know how to meditate. This problem is addressed in three different ways:•
Specific, detailed directions are given on how and upon what to meditate.• Personal examples of
dreams from the author’s own experiences.• Practical dictionary of symbol definitions is
included.This book presents both normal and not-so-normal dream situations. You will learn that
to apply only one type of dream interpretation to all dreams is restricting each symbol to only
one possible definition, which is incorrect. And you will learn how to tell the difference between a
dream from God—and those from evil sources.About the AuthorIra and Judy Milligan founded
Servant Ministries, Inc. in 1986. They present life-changing seminars including: Dreams and
Their Interpretation; Counseling and Inner Healing; Spiritual Warfare; and Prophets and Personal
Prophecy. Ira has been a guest lecturer at Oral Roberts University.
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How To Stick To A Diet: The Ultimate Guide To “Hacking” Your Brain For Unstoppable Motivation
And Lifelong Diet SuccessDerek DoepkerDisclaimer:Copyright 2012 - 2017 All rights
reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a
retrieval system, or translated into any language, in any form, by any means, without the written
permission of the author. Understand that the information contained in this book is an opinion,
and should be used for personal entertainment purposes only. You are responsible for your own
behavior, and this book is not to be considered medical, legal, or personal advice. Nor is this
book to be understood as putting forth any cure for any type of acute or chronic health problems
or psychological illness. The programs and information expressed within this book are not
medical advice, but rather represent the author’s opinions and are solely for informational and
educational purposes. The author is not responsible in any manner whatsoever for any injury or
health condition that may occur through following the programs and opinions expressed herein.
Dietary information is presented for informational purposes only and may not be appropriate for
all individuals. Consult with your physician before starting any rigorous exercise program or
altering your diet.Table of ContentsAbout The AuthorFree GiftPrefaceWhy Do Diets Often Fail?
How Can One Simple Shift Help With Sticking To A Diet?Why Is It So Hard To Get And Stay
Motivated?What Is The First Step In Making A Change?How Can You Completely Change How
You Feel About A Diet?What Is The Common Denominator Among Any Method Of Changing
Your Habits?Is There A Method That Can Create Unstoppable Motivation?Why Are Some
People Unable To “Get” Motivated?How Can You Tap Into Your Deepest Motivational Drives?
When Can Goals Actually Be Detrimental To Achieving Success?How Can You Change Any
Long Standing Habits Permanently?Why Do People Screw Up If They Try To Use Willpower
Alone?What Is The #1 Hidden Cause Of Bad Habits, Failures, and Disease?What One Practice
Has The Most Power To Transform Your Life?How Are Some People Destroying Their Health
And Willpower Without Even Knowing It?What Technique Is Essential To Avoid Feeling
Overwhelmed?How Can A Few Words Curb Cravings And Keep You From Giving Into
Temptations?What Force Is Stronger Than Willpower?What Is The #1 Way To Guarantee You
Stick To Your Diet?Can You “Brainwash” Yourself To Stick To A Diet?How Can You Finally
Overcome Sugar, Salt, And Food Cravings?How Can “Not Having Time” Be A Lie?How Can
“Health Food” Taste Amazing?How Can You Stick To A Diet On A Budget?What If You Don't
Know Anything About Cooking?What About The Strict Rules That Make Diets So Difficult?What
Is The One Approach Almost Everyone Agrees Improves Health?What Are The Best Dietary
“Tricks” To Enhance Fat Loss?What If I Screw Things Up?Checklist:More Books by Derek
DoepkerDid You Enjoy This Book?About The AuthorMy name is Derek Doepker, I didn't always
use to be the super healthy and motivated guy I am today. I started out as a 17 year old high
school student who ate fast food every single night. I refused to eat healthy. I never exercised
leaving me one of the most out of shape guys in my class. While I wasn’t overweight, I was



weak, lacking energy, and setting myself down a path of poor health. To this day I may still be
undoing some of the damage I did with years of neglecting my health and pouring massive
amounts of trans-fats into my body leading to chronic inflammation and skin problems.I started
to read about the effects my junk food diet was having on the body and made a commitment to
change. Even though I hated eating healthy foods and exercising, I discovered how to change
my habits almost effortlessly. I stuck with an eating plan and exercise routine that allowed me to
add over 30 pounds of muscle in several months, and get a ripped six pack in the process. I then
went on to help my overweight friend drop from 220 pounds to 168 pounds. He now maintains a
six pack all year round. This is critical because getting in shape is one thing, but for us both to
maintain the results over ten years means the changes were permanent.Today, I am a fitness
author and founder of Excuse Proof Fitness at . I wrote this book because I want to help others
avoid all of the mistakes I've made, and give you the tricks I've picked up over the years for how
to stay fit no matter what obstacles you face. I believe many of the things I'm going to share with
you are absolutely life changing far beyond their effects on health and fitness. These techniques
are based on what has worked for me and many others, but don't just believe anything I say.
Rather, try it for yourself and see what works for you. You may find these tips are simply a spring
board for you to find your own unique solutions. I myself am always updating and refining my
recommendations as new research emerges. I certainly can be wrong about anything I write
here, but I do my best to provide only the most proven and time tested strategies.Just to let you
know I practice what I preach, here are some pictures of me that show what I look like all year-
round.Free GiftI'd like to reward you with free access to my Excuse Proof Fitness Survival Guide
and access to my premium fitness newsletter.You'll learn my best cutting edge strategies for
getting fit on a busy schedule, how to reprogram your genetics, and get "insider" tips picked up
from the world's elite fitness trainers. Simply visit and get free instant access to the Excuse
Proof Fitness Survival Guide and newsletter today.PrefaceDo you know why most dieting
approaches are surefire ways to fail to get long term results with health and weight loss? And do
you know what you can do instead?Do you know there is a simple technique to practically
“force” yourself to stick to a goal (regardless of willpower), and enjoy the process?Do you know
the 4 fundamental emotional needs that drive your behavior? For most people these needs are
sabotaging their efforts to stick to a diet. If you know how to utilize these drives for good, you can
get yourself motivated to achieve any change in your life you want!Do you know there's a way to
make enough delicious healthy meals to last for days with only 5-10 minutes of prep time in the
kitchen?Do you know that eating a whole foods diet can actually be cheaper than eating junk
food and that a typical “junk food” diet can actually cost far more money?I don't know about you,
but I didn't any of these things when I first made the commitment to get myself in shape and start
eating healthy.I always assumed “dieting” or “eating healthy” was a miserable thing to be
endured for the sake of better health or a better body. I forced myself to eat boring and bland
foods that I hated. I forced myself to spend all my money on expensive health foods and to
spend hours preparing meals with time that would have been much better spent elsewhere.But



all of that changed over the course of 8 years with extensive hours of research relating to
nutrition, weight loss, and cooking combined with studying advanced cognitive psychology and
adult behavioral psychology in order to bring this book to you. My intense years of study led to
discovering some amazingly powerful mind “hacks” and lifestyle “hacks” that make sticking with
a healthy diet so “stupid-simple,” someone had to write a book about it.How To Stick To A Diet is
a result of that research, experimentation, and the collective wisdom of literally hundreds of
experts in the fields of nutrition, health, fitness, and psychology.This book is designed to show
you how to work with your own psychology and life's circumstances (schedule, budget, taste in
food) so YOU are in control of your food choices as opposed to your habits, addictions, cravings,
finances, emotions, which can dictate how you eat.For those whom believe that diets don't work,
you'll find the reasons why this is both true and false. Following most conventional diet advice
commonly leads to incredibly high rates of failure, but you're about to learn how to avoid all of
those mistakes and get the fit body and ultimate health you desire.The information found in this
book will help you whether you follow a particular diet like Paleo, vegetarian, vegan, raw foods,
low-carb, low-fat, Mediterranean, macrobiotic, etc. or whether you just simply want to make
better food choices each day. Whether you're seeking better health, less fat, more muscle, or
just desire to feel more in control of your life without the misery of “dieting,” this book is designed
to help you with your personal goals.As long as your approach is reasonable (not overly
restrictive or unhealthy), you're going to learn how you can “rewrite” the programming in your
brain to have unstoppable “stick-to-it-iveness,” even if you currently feel you lack motivation or
willpower.How can this be done?By sharing with you some of the very same cutting edge (and
sometimes highly unconventional) strategies that have the power to transform your brain. There
will also be plenty of practical everyday tips, tricks, and lifestyle strategies that have personally
allowed me to maintain a lean six pack all year round with ease. Even better, all of this can be
done without depriving yourself, without being miserable, and without spinning your wheels
going from diet to diet never getting results.These strategies worked even when I was a broke
and busy college student with the pickiest taste in foods and an absolute feeling of disgust for
any “health foods.” But it's not my results that matter. The reason I'm sharing these techniques is
because these strategies have also helped thousands successfully make a permanent shift into
a healthier, leaner, and fit body.Just imagine how easy it would be to stick with a diet if you
knew:Why following most diets will guarantee you'll never achieve long-term health and fitness.
How by approaching diets the right way, you can achieve permanent success.Why most typical
“goal setting” advice is incomplete, and how to use a “missing link” to ensure you will stick to
your goals no matter what.Why most “get-fit-quick” schemes are not only ineffective, but can
actually cause psychological harm!Why you may feel stressed out about the idea of dieting, and
how you can free yourself of feeling overwhelmed when approaching diet or even other areas
your life. TIP: Discover this secret, and your happiness will skyrocket regardless of your diet!How
to strengthen your willpower and use it properly so you never feel overly stressed out or like
you're having to constantly “force” yourself to stay on track.Why “cheating” on your diet may be



exactly what you need to avoid plateaus, and how to wrong type of cheating could spell absolute
disaster! Understand this, and you'll be able to always "have your cake and eat it too!"How to
turn every failure into a success and prevent them from making you feel like giving up.How to
use an exercise to stick to your diet that is so powerful, a version of it was actually used to
brainwash prisoners of war into agreeing with the enemy! Although this is perfectly safe, use this
only if you are really serious about making a permanent change in your behavior.How to avoid
feeling like a slave to your cravings by using a stupid simple language based “mind hack” that
research has shown significantly curbs junk food cravings.Why sugar and salt cravings may not
just be in your head, but could be the signs of an underlying deficiency that can easily be fixed
with a trip to your local health food store.How “common sense” diet advice may be keeping you
stuck spinning your wheels, and why breaking all of the rules can get you the healthy fit body
you've been looking for.How to purchase organic quality food at wholesale prices so money
never has to be an obstacle to achieving better health.How to get the highest quality protein
shakes and supplements that cost as little as ¼ of retail store costs. Never pay too much for your
supplements again.Why “not enough time” is always a lie, and how even the busiest people on
the planet are able to stick with their diets no matter how crazy their lives are.And much, much
more!This book is NOT for...1. People who want someone telling them exactly how to eat and
spewing out more “dogma” about the so called rules of healthy eating and dieting.This book is
not about telling anyone what they should and shouldn't eat, although there will be plenty of
resources provided for you to learn more about nutrition. Rather, it's about empowering you to
make the choices that best suit your life and belief systems. So, if you need a diet book telling
you what to eat or not eat, this isn't it. (Although there are some good tips and recipes) This book
is meant to fill in the gaps with what most diet books leave out, and that is how to get a diet to
work with your life rather than against it.2. People looking for an “easy” fix and who want to avoid
a challenge.While many of the strategies in this book are simple, if someone goes into
something believing it must be easy, they may not be willing to face the obstacles that will
inevitably occur going through the process. The truth is, there are no easy buttons to making
changes in your life because all change require effort.The good news is, if you are willing to
make a commitment to change yourself for the better and accept that it can be an exciting
challenge, you may find it's far easier than you ever imagined it to be.3. People who take diets
and dieting too seriously.Taking better care of your body and health is meant to be a part of your
life, not the sole purpose of it. You will make mistakes, and I know this because everyone makes
mistakes including myself. Rather than seeing a mistake as complete failure and an excuse to
give up, it's better to accept that you'll make mistakes along the way right now and welcome
those mistakes as learning opportunities. Making better choices about what you put into your
bodies and perhaps getting leaner and sexier along the way can be achieved with these mindset
techniques.This book may not for those who want to argue about whether something is or isn't
really “healthy.” Even though I often use that word, it is admittedly extremely subjective and used
mostly as a relative term to oppose “junk food” (another subjective term). Regardless of one's



thoughts on what constitutes “healthy” or “junk,” well over 90% of this book will be relevant.4.
People who are looking for the ultimate diet book.This book is written by a person who has had
real struggles with diets but has worked through them. I will “keep it real” with you.This is not an
“academic book” or a Wikipedia entry with countless citations. I've decided to use my research
and real world experimentation to distill everything down into really simple guidelines for the
everyday person to follow.That being said, I do believe giving some in depth explanations are
necessary. Please understand that when you can comprehend at least some of the reasons why
certain things are recommended, it makes it far easier to apply the information for lasting
results.5. People who are not willing to make a change.If you read this book and expect that
simply seeing the words on the page will magically make you change, it won't happen. While
there's plenty of inspiration here that may prompt you to a greater desire to take control of your
health, I, and no one else, can make those changes for you.If you think something sounds too
unusual to work, then you're free to accept it or reject it. In fact, I encourage you not to blindly
follow something just because a person wrote it in a book.But ask yourself, is what I'm doing
right now working? If not, doesn't that mean I need to try something different? Not everything in
this book will work for everyone as we're all unique. I encourage you to experiment and give new
things an honest effort to discover what is most effective for you.Congratulations!You've decided
to take control of your health. You've already taken many of the most difficult steps in the journey
of dieting and health by identifying your obstacles, seeking out reliable solutions, and then taking
action to get and use the resources you need for success by getting this book.You've already
shown you're someone who will take action to overcome any obstacles we are challenged with
every day. You can successfully continue your healthy journey by applying the empowering
techniques this book has to offer.Why Do Diets Often Fail?A startling statistic has shown that the
majority of people who follow a calorie restricted diet approach and lose weight end up just as
overweight or more so several years down the road. Some research has even shown those who
have gone on diets may actually be more likely to be overweight down the road than those who
didn't!While there's certainly many people who successfully lose weight and keep it off through a
careful diet, and the true percentage of people who fail to achieve long-term success on a diet
may not actually be as high as in the studies (due to issues with the way these studies are
conducted), it is still pretty easy to dismiss diets and dieting as an ineffective approach for
weight loss.Whether the reasons for diets failing to get long-term weight loss results are
physiological (fighting the body's fat “set-point”) and/or psychological (no one wants to feel
deprived of the foods they enjoy), “diets don't work” has become a common mantra.I'm here to
argue that the statement “diets don't work” is both true and false. The key is to understand is how
language and context plays a role in all of this. You're about to find out how conventional thinking
on diets can be sabotaging your results and keeping you stuck, and how one simple shift in
thinking may be all it takes to finally achieve lasting success.The first thing to realize is that “diet”
can refer to a number of things. Looking at a dictionary definition (http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/diet), we can see that diet can refer to either a means of eating sparingly



to reduce weight OR it can be used to simply refer to the habitual way someone eats.The
problem is, for some people when they hear the word diet, they automatically assume it means a
restricted way of eating. Typically along the lines of eating far less food than usual (starving
yourself), and/or only eating boring and bland “health” food like plain lettuce, broccoli, and celery
sticks.This means that the word diet gets linked with feelings of agonizing restriction and
deprivation of one of life's greatest pleasures, eating great tasting food. It's no wonder some
people have such as hard time sticking with a diet when the idea of a diet feels like a prison
sentence!But I would say even if a person eats ice cream and cheeseburgers all day, they're still
on a “diet.” That is, we're all on a diet in that we all have a particular, often habitual way of eating.
For some people, that's simply a “see food” diet of you see it, you eat it.This leads me to another
phrase I don't care for, and that is “going on a diet.” To me, since a diet is something that
everyone is already “on,” it's impossible to go “on a diet.” Rather, one can only “adjust their diet”
or perhaps “go on a specific diet.” This once again has to do with defining diet as “the way
someone eats.”Here's another issue with “going on a diet,” and that is the implication that if you
“go on a diet” you may then “come off a diet.” What good is it to actually find a great diet that will
get you the healthy body you've always wanted, only to “come off” that diet, eat like crap, and
then lose all the beneficial results you've achieved?A person's diet for better or worse should be
looked at as a way of life.How Can One Simple Shift Help With Sticking To A Diet?The very first
step in sticking with a diet, is to not see a diet as a means to an end, but rather as an ongoing
lifestyle habit that you are already engaged in.Instead of looking at a diet as something to add
into your life, see a diet as something you're already “on.” When you look at it this way, “sticking
with” a diet really means sticking with certain dietary habits you deem beneficial.This means all
you have to do is simply substitute a few dietary choices you're already making with a few better
choices, and make these better choices your new “normal.”So now the question is this; “How is
my current diet getting me closer to or further from the goals I have?”Since there are countless
books and resources out there for figuring out what to eat for any particular goal, and many
people already have a basic idea of how they can start eating better, I won't include that in this
book.But once you know what you need to change, the next question (which this book will
answer) is this: “How can I make these changes become my new regular dietary habit?”This is a
much needed “missing link” that most diet programs don't include. It doesn't help that many diets
are simply designed to be “short term” fixes, and even the ones that are sustainable over the
long term don't make the effort to show the users how to make it part of their lifestyle. While
some short-term approaches certainly have their place, it's absolutely critical you understand
how to control your dietary habits so you can sustain any benefits a better diet will give you for
the rest of your life.By reading the following pages, you're going to be let in on the secret for how
to keep your healthy dietary habits for the rest of your life so you'll never have to worry about
losing the amazingly fit and healthy body you've worked so hard for. And as a bonus, once you
understand these secrets, you'll be able to apply these strategies to get yourself to stick to just
about any habit you're looking to add into your life! How cool is that?How To Stick To A Diet: The
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publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, or
translated into any language, in any form, by any means, without the written permission of the
author. Understand that the information contained in this book is an opinion, and should be
used for personal entertainment purposes only. You are responsible for your own behavior, and
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understood as putting forth any cure for any type of acute or chronic health problems or
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advice, but rather represent the author’s opinions and are solely for informational and
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Diets Often Fail?How Can One Simple Shift Help With Sticking To A Diet?Why Is It So Hard To
Get And Stay Motivated?What Is The First Step In Making A Change?How Can You Completely
Change How You Feel About A Diet?What Is The Common Denominator Among Any Method Of
Changing Your Habits?Is There A Method That Can Create Unstoppable Motivation?Why Are
Some People Unable To “Get” Motivated?How Can You Tap Into Your Deepest Motivational
Drives?When Can Goals Actually Be Detrimental To Achieving Success?How Can You Change
Any Long Standing Habits Permanently?Why Do People Screw Up If They Try To Use Willpower
Alone?What Is The #1 Hidden Cause Of Bad Habits, Failures, and Disease?What One Practice
Has The Most Power To Transform Your Life?How Are Some People Destroying Their Health
And Willpower Without Even Knowing It?What Technique Is Essential To Avoid Feeling
Overwhelmed?How Can A Few Words Curb Cravings And Keep You From Giving Into
Temptations?What Force Is Stronger Than Willpower?What Is The #1 Way To Guarantee You
Stick To Your Diet?Can You “Brainwash” Yourself To Stick To A Diet?How Can You Finally
Overcome Sugar, Salt, And Food Cravings?How Can “Not Having Time” Be A Lie?How Can
“Health Food” Taste Amazing?How Can You Stick To A Diet On A Budget?What If You Don't
Know Anything About Cooking?What About The Strict Rules That Make Diets So Difficult?What
Is The One Approach Almost Everyone Agrees Improves Health?What Are The Best Dietary
“Tricks” To Enhance Fat Loss?What If I Screw Things Up?Checklist:More Books by Derek
DoepkerDid You Enjoy This Book?About The AuthorMy name is Derek Doepker, I didn't always
use to be the super healthy and motivated guy I am today. I started out as a 17 year old high
school student who ate fast food every single night. I refused to eat healthy. I never exercised
leaving me one of the most out of shape guys in my class. While I wasn’t overweight, I was
weak, lacking energy, and setting myself down a path of poor health. To this day I may still be
undoing some of the damage I did with years of neglecting my health and pouring massive
amounts of trans-fats into my body leading to chronic inflammation and skin problems.I started
to read about the effects my junk food diet was having on the body and made a commitment to
change. Even though I hated eating healthy foods and exercising, I discovered how to change
my habits almost effortlessly. I stuck with an eating plan and exercise routine that allowed me to
add over 30 pounds of muscle in several months, and get a ripped six pack in the process. I then
went on to help my overweight friend drop from 220 pounds to 168 pounds. He now maintains a



six pack all year round. This is critical because getting in shape is one thing, but for us both to
maintain the results over ten years means the changes were permanent.Today, I am a fitness
author and founder of Excuse Proof Fitness at . I wrote this book because I want to help others
avoid all of the mistakes I've made, and give you the tricks I've picked up over the years for how
to stay fit no matter what obstacles you face. I believe many of the things I'm going to share with
you are absolutely life changing far beyond their effects on health and fitness. These techniques
are based on what has worked for me and many others, but don't just believe anything I say.
Rather, try it for yourself and see what works for you. You may find these tips are simply a spring
board for you to find your own unique solutions. I myself am always updating and refining my
recommendations as new research emerges. I certainly can be wrong about anything I write
here, but I do my best to provide only the most proven and time tested strategies.Just to let you
know I practice what I preach, here are some pictures of me that show what I look like all year-
round.About The AuthorMy name is Derek Doepker, I didn't always use to be the super healthy
and motivated guy I am today. I started out as a 17 year old high school student who ate fast
food every single night. I refused to eat healthy. I never exercised leaving me one of the most
out of shape guys in my class. While I wasn’t overweight, I was weak, lacking energy, and
setting myself down a path of poor health. To this day I may still be undoing some of the damage
I did with years of neglecting my health and pouring massive amounts of trans-fats into my body
leading to chronic inflammation and skin problems.I started to read about the effects my junk
food diet was having on the body and made a commitment to change. Even though I hated
eating healthy foods and exercising, I discovered how to change my habits almost effortlessly. I
stuck with an eating plan and exercise routine that allowed me to add over 30 pounds of muscle
in several months, and get a ripped six pack in the process. I then went on to help my overweight
friend drop from 220 pounds to 168 pounds. He now maintains a six pack all year round. This is
critical because getting in shape is one thing, but for us both to maintain the results over ten
years means the changes were permanent.Today, I am a fitness author and founder of Excuse
Proof Fitness at . I wrote this book because I want to help others avoid all of the mistakes I've
made, and give you the tricks I've picked up over the years for how to stay fit no matter what
obstacles you face. I believe many of the things I'm going to share with you are absolutely life
changing far beyond their effects on health and fitness. These techniques are based on what
has worked for me and many others, but don't just believe anything I say. Rather, try it for
yourself and see what works for you. You may find these tips are simply a spring board for you to
find your own unique solutions. I myself am always updating and refining my recommendations
as new research emerges. I certainly can be wrong about anything I write here, but I do my best
to provide only the most proven and time tested strategies.Just to let you know I practice what I
preach, here are some pictures of me that show what I look like all year-round.Free GiftI'd like to
reward you with free access to my Excuse Proof Fitness Survival Guide and access to my
premium fitness newsletter.You'll learn my best cutting edge strategies for getting fit on a busy
schedule, how to reprogram your genetics, and get "insider" tips picked up from the world's elite



fitness trainers. Simply visit and get free instant access to the Excuse Proof Fitness Survival
Guide and newsletter today.Free GiftI'd like to reward you with free access to my Excuse Proof
Fitness Survival Guide and access to my premium fitness newsletter.You'll learn my best cutting
edge strategies for getting fit on a busy schedule, how to reprogram your genetics, and get
"insider" tips picked up from the world's elite fitness trainers. Simply visit and get free instant
access to the Excuse Proof Fitness Survival Guide and newsletter today.PrefaceDo you know
why most dieting approaches are surefire ways to fail to get long term results with health and
weight loss? And do you know what you can do instead?Do you know there is a simple
technique to practically “force” yourself to stick to a goal (regardless of willpower), and enjoy the
process?Do you know the 4 fundamental emotional needs that drive your behavior? For most
people these needs are sabotaging their efforts to stick to a diet. If you know how to utilize these
drives for good, you can get yourself motivated to achieve any change in your life you want!Do
you know there's a way to make enough delicious healthy meals to last for days with only 5-10
minutes of prep time in the kitchen?Do you know that eating a whole foods diet can actually be
cheaper than eating junk food and that a typical “junk food” diet can actually cost far more
money?I don't know about you, but I didn't any of these things when I first made the commitment
to get myself in shape and start eating healthy.I always assumed “dieting” or “eating healthy” was
a miserable thing to be endured for the sake of better health or a better body. I forced myself to
eat boring and bland foods that I hated. I forced myself to spend all my money on expensive
health foods and to spend hours preparing meals with time that would have been much better
spent elsewhere.But all of that changed over the course of 8 years with extensive hours of
research relating to nutrition, weight loss, and cooking combined with studying advanced
cognitive psychology and adult behavioral psychology in order to bring this book to you. My
intense years of study led to discovering some amazingly powerful mind “hacks” and lifestyle
“hacks” that make sticking with a healthy diet so “stupid-simple,” someone had to write a book
about it.How To Stick To A Diet is a result of that research, experimentation, and the collective
wisdom of literally hundreds of experts in the fields of nutrition, health, fitness, and
psychology.This book is designed to show you how to work with your own psychology and life's
circumstances (schedule, budget, taste in food) so YOU are in control of your food choices as
opposed to your habits, addictions, cravings, finances, emotions, which can dictate how you
eat.For those whom believe that diets don't work, you'll find the reasons why this is both true and
false. Following most conventional diet advice commonly leads to incredibly high rates of failure,
but you're about to learn how to avoid all of those mistakes and get the fit body and ultimate
health you desire.The information found in this book will help you whether you follow a particular
diet like Paleo, vegetarian, vegan, raw foods, low-carb, low-fat, Mediterranean, macrobiotic, etc.
or whether you just simply want to make better food choices each day. Whether you're seeking
better health, less fat, more muscle, or just desire to feel more in control of your life without the
misery of “dieting,” this book is designed to help you with your personal goals.As long as your
approach is reasonable (not overly restrictive or unhealthy), you're going to learn how you can



“rewrite” the programming in your brain to have unstoppable “stick-to-it-iveness,” even if you
currently feel you lack motivation or willpower.How can this be done?By sharing with you some
of the very same cutting edge (and sometimes highly unconventional) strategies that have the
power to transform your brain. There will also be plenty of practical everyday tips, tricks, and
lifestyle strategies that have personally allowed me to maintain a lean six pack all year round
with ease. Even better, all of this can be done without depriving yourself, without being
miserable, and without spinning your wheels going from diet to diet never getting results.These
strategies worked even when I was a broke and busy college student with the pickiest taste in
foods and an absolute feeling of disgust for any “health foods.” But it's not my results that matter.
The reason I'm sharing these techniques is because these strategies have also helped
thousands successfully make a permanent shift into a healthier, leaner, and fit body.Just imagine
how easy it would be to stick with a diet if you knew:Why following most diets will guarantee
you'll never achieve long-term health and fitness. How by approaching diets the right way, you
can achieve permanent success.Why most typical “goal setting” advice is incomplete, and how
to use a “missing link” to ensure you will stick to your goals no matter what.Why most “get-fit-
quick” schemes are not only ineffective, but can actually cause psychological harm!Why you
may feel stressed out about the idea of dieting, and how you can free yourself of feeling
overwhelmed when approaching diet or even other areas your life. TIP: Discover this secret, and
your happiness will skyrocket regardless of your diet!How to strengthen your willpower and use it
properly so you never feel overly stressed out or like you're having to constantly “force” yourself
to stay on track.Why “cheating” on your diet may be exactly what you need to avoid plateaus,
and how to wrong type of cheating could spell absolute disaster! Understand this, and you'll be
able to always "have your cake and eat it too!"How to turn every failure into a success and
prevent them from making you feel like giving up.How to use an exercise to stick to your diet that
is so powerful, a version of it was actually used to brainwash prisoners of war into agreeing with
the enemy! Although this is perfectly safe, use this only if you are really serious about making a
permanent change in your behavior.How to avoid feeling like a slave to your cravings by using a
stupid simple language based “mind hack” that research has shown significantly curbs junk food
cravings.Why sugar and salt cravings may not just be in your head, but could be the signs of an
underlying deficiency that can easily be fixed with a trip to your local health food store.How
“common sense” diet advice may be keeping you stuck spinning your wheels, and why breaking
all of the rules can get you the healthy fit body you've been looking for.How to purchase organic
quality food at wholesale prices so money never has to be an obstacle to achieving better
health.How to get the highest quality protein shakes and supplements that cost as little as ¼ of
retail store costs. Never pay too much for your supplements again.Why “not enough time” is
always a lie, and how even the busiest people on the planet are able to stick with their diets no
matter how crazy their lives are.And much, much more!This book is NOT for...1. People who
want someone telling them exactly how to eat and spewing out more “dogma” about the so
called rules of healthy eating and dieting.This book is not about telling anyone what they should



and shouldn't eat, although there will be plenty of resources provided for you to learn more about
nutrition. Rather, it's about empowering you to make the choices that best suit your life and belief
systems. So, if you need a diet book telling you what to eat or not eat, this isn't it. (Although there
are some good tips and recipes) This book is meant to fill in the gaps with what most diet books
leave out, and that is how to get a diet to work with your life rather than against it.2. People
looking for an “easy” fix and who want to avoid a challenge.While many of the strategies in this
book are simple, if someone goes into something believing it must be easy, they may not be
willing to face the obstacles that will inevitably occur going through the process. The truth is,
there are no easy buttons to making changes in your life because all change require effort.The
good news is, if you are willing to make a commitment to change yourself for the better and
accept that it can be an exciting challenge, you may find it's far easier than you ever imagined it
to be.3. People who take diets and dieting too seriously.Taking better care of your body and
health is meant to be a part of your life, not the sole purpose of it. You will make mistakes, and I
know this because everyone makes mistakes including myself. Rather than seeing a mistake as
complete failure and an excuse to give up, it's better to accept that you'll make mistakes along
the way right now and welcome those mistakes as learning opportunities. Making better choices
about what you put into your bodies and perhaps getting leaner and sexier along the way can be
achieved with these mindset techniques.This book may not for those who want to argue about
whether something is or isn't really “healthy.” Even though I often use that word, it is admittedly
extremely subjective and used mostly as a relative term to oppose “junk food” (another
subjective term). Regardless of one's thoughts on what constitutes “healthy” or “junk,” well over
90% of this book will be relevant.4. People who are looking for the ultimate diet book.This book
is written by a person who has had real struggles with diets but has worked through them. I will
“keep it real” with you.This is not an “academic book” or a Wikipedia entry with countless
citations. I've decided to use my research and real world experimentation to distill everything
down into really simple guidelines for the everyday person to follow.That being said, I do believe
giving some in depth explanations are necessary. Please understand that when you can
comprehend at least some of the reasons why certain things are recommended, it makes it far
easier to apply the information for lasting results.5. People who are not willing to make a
change.If you read this book and expect that simply seeing the words on the page will magically
make you change, it won't happen. While there's plenty of inspiration here that may prompt you
to a greater desire to take control of your health, I, and no one else, can make those changes for
you.If you think something sounds too unusual to work, then you're free to accept it or reject it. In
fact, I encourage you not to blindly follow something just because a person wrote it in a book.But
ask yourself, is what I'm doing right now working? If not, doesn't that mean I need to try
something different? Not everything in this book will work for everyone as we're all unique. I
encourage you to experiment and give new things an honest effort to discover what is most
effective for you.Congratulations!You've decided to take control of your health. You've already
taken many of the most difficult steps in the journey of dieting and health by identifying your



obstacles, seeking out reliable solutions, and then taking action to get and use the resources
you need for success by getting this book.You've already shown you're someone who will take
action to overcome any obstacles we are challenged with every day. You can successfully
continue your healthy journey by applying the empowering techniques this book has to
offer.PrefaceDo you know why most dieting approaches are surefire ways to fail to get long term
results with health and weight loss? And do you know what you can do instead?Do you know
there is a simple technique to practically “force” yourself to stick to a goal (regardless of
willpower), and enjoy the process?Do you know the 4 fundamental emotional needs that drive
your behavior? For most people these needs are sabotaging their efforts to stick to a diet. If you
know how to utilize these drives for good, you can get yourself motivated to achieve any change
in your life you want!Do you know there's a way to make enough delicious healthy meals to last
for days with only 5-10 minutes of prep time in the kitchen?Do you know that eating a whole
foods diet can actually be cheaper than eating junk food and that a typical “junk food” diet can
actually cost far more money?I don't know about you, but I didn't any of these things when I first
made the commitment to get myself in shape and start eating healthy.I always assumed “dieting”
or “eating healthy” was a miserable thing to be endured for the sake of better health or a better
body. I forced myself to eat boring and bland foods that I hated. I forced myself to spend all my
money on expensive health foods and to spend hours preparing meals with time that would have
been much better spent elsewhere.But all of that changed over the course of 8 years with
extensive hours of research relating to nutrition, weight loss, and cooking combined with
studying advanced cognitive psychology and adult behavioral psychology in order to bring this
book to you. My intense years of study led to discovering some amazingly powerful mind “hacks”
and lifestyle “hacks” that make sticking with a healthy diet so “stupid-simple,” someone had to
write a book about it.How To Stick To A Diet is a result of that research, experimentation, and the
collective wisdom of literally hundreds of experts in the fields of nutrition, health, fitness, and
psychology.This book is designed to show you how to work with your own psychology and life's
circumstances (schedule, budget, taste in food) so YOU are in control of your food choices as
opposed to your habits, addictions, cravings, finances, emotions, which can dictate how you
eat.For those whom believe that diets don't work, you'll find the reasons why this is both true and
false. Following most conventional diet advice commonly leads to incredibly high rates of failure,
but you're about to learn how to avoid all of those mistakes and get the fit body and ultimate
health you desire.The information found in this book will help you whether you follow a particular
diet like Paleo, vegetarian, vegan, raw foods, low-carb, low-fat, Mediterranean, macrobiotic, etc.
or whether you just simply want to make better food choices each day. Whether you're seeking
better health, less fat, more muscle, or just desire to feel more in control of your life without the
misery of “dieting,” this book is designed to help you with your personal goals.As long as your
approach is reasonable (not overly restrictive or unhealthy), you're going to learn how you can
“rewrite” the programming in your brain to have unstoppable “stick-to-it-iveness,” even if you
currently feel you lack motivation or willpower.How can this be done?By sharing with you some



of the very same cutting edge (and sometimes highly unconventional) strategies that have the
power to transform your brain. There will also be plenty of practical everyday tips, tricks, and
lifestyle strategies that have personally allowed me to maintain a lean six pack all year round
with ease. Even better, all of this can be done without depriving yourself, without being
miserable, and without spinning your wheels going from diet to diet never getting results.These
strategies worked even when I was a broke and busy college student with the pickiest taste in
foods and an absolute feeling of disgust for any “health foods.” But it's not my results that matter.
The reason I'm sharing these techniques is because these strategies have also helped
thousands successfully make a permanent shift into a healthier, leaner, and fit body.Just imagine
how easy it would be to stick with a diet if you knew:Why following most diets will guarantee
you'll never achieve long-term health and fitness. How by approaching diets the right way, you
can achieve permanent success.Why most typical “goal setting” advice is incomplete, and how
to use a “missing link” to ensure you will stick to your goals no matter what.Why most “get-fit-
quick” schemes are not only ineffective, but can actually cause psychological harm!Why you
may feel stressed out about the idea of dieting, and how you can free yourself of feeling
overwhelmed when approaching diet or even other areas your life. TIP: Discover this secret, and
your happiness will skyrocket regardless of your diet!How to strengthen your willpower and use it
properly so you never feel overly stressed out or like you're having to constantly “force” yourself
to stay on track.Why “cheating” on your diet may be exactly what you need to avoid plateaus,
and how to wrong type of cheating could spell absolute disaster! Understand this, and you'll be
able to always "have your cake and eat it too!"How to turn every failure into a success and
prevent them from making you feel like giving up.How to use an exercise to stick to your diet that
is so powerful, a version of it was actually used to brainwash prisoners of war into agreeing with
the enemy! Although this is perfectly safe, use this only if you are really serious about making a
permanent change in your behavior.How to avoid feeling like a slave to your cravings by using a
stupid simple language based “mind hack” that research has shown significantly curbs junk food
cravings.Why sugar and salt cravings may not just be in your head, but could be the signs of an
underlying deficiency that can easily be fixed with a trip to your local health food store.How
“common sense” diet advice may be keeping you stuck spinning your wheels, and why breaking
all of the rules can get you the healthy fit body you've been looking for.How to purchase organic
quality food at wholesale prices so money never has to be an obstacle to achieving better
health.How to get the highest quality protein shakes and supplements that cost as little as ¼ of
retail store costs. Never pay too much for your supplements again.Why “not enough time” is
always a lie, and how even the busiest people on the planet are able to stick with their diets no
matter how crazy their lives are.And much, much more!This book is NOT for...1. People who
want someone telling them exactly how to eat and spewing out more “dogma” about the so
called rules of healthy eating and dieting.This book is not about telling anyone what they should
and shouldn't eat, although there will be plenty of resources provided for you to learn more about
nutrition. Rather, it's about empowering you to make the choices that best suit your life and belief



systems. So, if you need a diet book telling you what to eat or not eat, this isn't it. (Although there
are some good tips and recipes) This book is meant to fill in the gaps with what most diet books
leave out, and that is how to get a diet to work with your life rather than against it.2. People
looking for an “easy” fix and who want to avoid a challenge.While many of the strategies in this
book are simple, if someone goes into something believing it must be easy, they may not be
willing to face the obstacles that will inevitably occur going through the process. The truth is,
there are no easy buttons to making changes in your life because all change require effort.The
good news is, if you are willing to make a commitment to change yourself for the better and
accept that it can be an exciting challenge, you may find it's far easier than you ever imagined it
to be.3. People who take diets and dieting too seriously.Taking better care of your body and
health is meant to be a part of your life, not the sole purpose of it. You will make mistakes, and I
know this because everyone makes mistakes including myself. Rather than seeing a mistake as
complete failure and an excuse to give up, it's better to accept that you'll make mistakes along
the way right now and welcome those mistakes as learning opportunities. Making better choices
about what you put into your bodies and perhaps getting leaner and sexier along the way can be
achieved with these mindset techniques.This book may not for those who want to argue about
whether something is or isn't really “healthy.” Even though I often use that word, it is admittedly
extremely subjective and used mostly as a relative term to oppose “junk food” (another
subjective term). Regardless of one's thoughts on what constitutes “healthy” or “junk,” well over
90% of this book will be relevant.4. People who are looking for the ultimate diet book.This book
is written by a person who has had real struggles with diets but has worked through them. I will
“keep it real” with you.This is not an “academic book” or a Wikipedia entry with countless
citations. I've decided to use my research and real world experimentation to distill everything
down into really simple guidelines for the everyday person to follow.That being said, I do believe
giving some in depth explanations are necessary. Please understand that when you can
comprehend at least some of the reasons why certain things are recommended, it makes it far
easier to apply the information for lasting results.5. People who are not willing to make a
change.If you read this book and expect that simply seeing the words on the page will magically
make you change, it won't happen. While there's plenty of inspiration here that may prompt you
to a greater desire to take control of your health, I, and no one else, can make those changes for
you.If you think something sounds too unusual to work, then you're free to accept it or reject it. In
fact, I encourage you not to blindly follow something just because a person wrote it in a book.But
ask yourself, is what I'm doing right now working? If not, doesn't that mean I need to try
something different? Not everything in this book will work for everyone as we're all unique. I
encourage you to experiment and give new things an honest effort to discover what is most
effective for you.Congratulations!You've decided to take control of your health. You've already
taken many of the most difficult steps in the journey of dieting and health by identifying your
obstacles, seeking out reliable solutions, and then taking action to get and use the resources
you need for success by getting this book.You've already shown you're someone who will take



action to overcome any obstacles we are challenged with every day. You can successfully
continue your healthy journey by applying the empowering techniques this book has to offer.Why
Do Diets Often Fail?A startling statistic has shown that the majority of people who follow a
calorie restricted diet approach and lose weight end up just as overweight or more so several
years down the road. Some research has even shown those who have gone on diets may
actually be more likely to be overweight down the road than those who didn't!While there's
certainly many people who successfully lose weight and keep it off through a careful diet, and
the true percentage of people who fail to achieve long-term success on a diet may not actually
be as high as in the studies (due to issues with the way these studies are conducted), it is still
pretty easy to dismiss diets and dieting as an ineffective approach for weight loss.Whether the
reasons for diets failing to get long-term weight loss results are physiological (fighting the body's
fat “set-point”) and/or psychological (no one wants to feel deprived of the foods they enjoy),
“diets don't work” has become a common mantra.I'm here to argue that the statement “diets
don't work” is both true and false. The key is to understand is how language and context plays a
role in all of this. You're about to find out how conventional thinking on diets can be sabotaging
your results and keeping you stuck, and how one simple shift in thinking may be all it takes to
finally achieve lasting success.The first thing to realize is that “diet” can refer to a number of
things. Looking at a dictionary definition (http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/diet), we
can see that diet can refer to either a means of eating sparingly to reduce weight OR it can be
used to simply refer to the habitual way someone eats.The problem is, for some people when
they hear the word diet, they automatically assume it means a restricted way of eating. Typically
along the lines of eating far less food than usual (starving yourself), and/or only eating boring
and bland “health” food like plain lettuce, broccoli, and celery sticks.This means that the word
diet gets linked with feelings of agonizing restriction and deprivation of one of life's greatest
pleasures, eating great tasting food. It's no wonder some people have such as hard time sticking
with a diet when the idea of a diet feels like a prison sentence!But I would say even if a person
eats ice cream and cheeseburgers all day, they're still on a “diet.” That is, we're all on a diet in
that we all have a particular, often habitual way of eating. For some people, that's simply a “see
food” diet of you see it, you eat it.This leads me to another phrase I don't care for, and that is
“going on a diet.” To me, since a diet is something that everyone is already “on,” it's impossible to
go “on a diet.” Rather, one can only “adjust their diet” or perhaps “go on a specific diet.” This
once again has to do with defining diet as “the way someone eats.”Here's another issue with
“going on a diet,” and that is the implication that if you “go on a diet” you may then “come off a
diet.” What good is it to actually find a great diet that will get you the healthy body you've always
wanted, only to “come off” that diet, eat like crap, and then lose all the beneficial results you've
achieved?A person's diet for better or worse should be looked at as a way of life.Why Do Diets
Often Fail?A startling statistic has shown that the majority of people who follow a calorie
restricted diet approach and lose weight end up just as overweight or more so several years
down the road. Some research has even shown those who have gone on diets may actually be



more likely to be overweight down the road than those who didn't!While there's certainly many
people who successfully lose weight and keep it off through a careful diet, and the true
percentage of people who fail to achieve long-term success on a diet may not actually be as
high as in the studies (due to issues with the way these studies are conducted), it is still pretty
easy to dismiss diets and dieting as an ineffective approach for weight loss.Whether the reasons
for diets failing to get long-term weight loss results are physiological (fighting the body's fat “set-
point”) and/or psychological (no one wants to feel deprived of the foods they enjoy), “diets don't
work” has become a common mantra.I'm here to argue that the statement “diets don't work” is
both true and false. The key is to understand is how language and context plays a role in all of
this. You're about to find out how conventional thinking on diets can be sabotaging your results
and keeping you stuck, and how one simple shift in thinking may be all it takes to finally achieve
lasting success.The first thing to realize is that “diet” can refer to a number of things. Looking at a
dictionary definition (http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/diet), we can see that diet can
refer to either a means of eating sparingly to reduce weight OR it can be used to simply refer to
the habitual way someone eats.The problem is, for some people when they hear the word diet,
they automatically assume it means a restricted way of eating. Typically along the lines of eating
far less food than usual (starving yourself), and/or only eating boring and bland “health” food like
plain lettuce, broccoli, and celery sticks.This means that the word diet gets linked with feelings of
agonizing restriction and deprivation of one of life's greatest pleasures, eating great tasting food.
It's no wonder some people have such as hard time sticking with a diet when the idea of a diet
feels like a prison sentence!But I would say even if a person eats ice cream and cheeseburgers
all day, they're still on a “diet.” That is, we're all on a diet in that we all have a particular, often
habitual way of eating. For some people, that's simply a “see food” diet of you see it, you eat
it.This leads me to another phrase I don't care for, and that is “going on a diet.” To me, since a
diet is something that everyone is already “on,” it's impossible to go “on a diet.” Rather, one can
only “adjust their diet” or perhaps “go on a specific diet.” This once again has to do with defining
diet as “the way someone eats.”Here's another issue with “going on a diet,” and that is the
implication that if you “go on a diet” you may then “come off a diet.” What good is it to actually
find a great diet that will get you the healthy body you've always wanted, only to “come off” that
diet, eat like crap, and then lose all the beneficial results you've achieved?A person's diet for
better or worse should be looked at as a way of life.How Can One Simple Shift Help With
Sticking To A Diet?The very first step in sticking with a diet, is to not see a diet as a means to an
end, but rather as an ongoing lifestyle habit that you are already engaged in.Instead of looking at
a diet as something to add into your life, see a diet as something you're already “on.” When you
look at it this way, “sticking with” a diet really means sticking with certain dietary habits you deem
beneficial.This means all you have to do is simply substitute a few dietary choices you're already
making with a few better choices, and make these better choices your new “normal.”So now the
question is this; “How is my current diet getting me closer to or further from the goals I
have?”Since there are countless books and resources out there for figuring out what to eat for



any particular goal, and many people already have a basic idea of how they can start eating
better, I won't include that in this book.But once you know what you need to change, the next
question (which this book will answer) is this: “How can I make these changes become my new
regular dietary habit?”This is a much needed “missing link” that most diet programs don't
include. It doesn't help that many diets are simply designed to be “short term” fixes, and even the
ones that are sustainable over the long term don't make the effort to show the users how to
make it part of their lifestyle. While some short-term approaches certainly have their place, it's
absolutely critical you understand how to control your dietary habits so you can sustain any
benefits a better diet will give you for the rest of your life.By reading the following pages, you're
going to be let in on the secret for how to keep your healthy dietary habits for the rest of your life
so you'll never have to worry about losing the amazingly fit and healthy body you've worked so
hard for. And as a bonus, once you understand these secrets, you'll be able to apply these
strategies to get yourself to stick to just about any habit you're looking to add into your life! How
cool is that?How Can One Simple Shift Help With Sticking To A Diet?The very first step in
sticking with a diet, is to not see a diet as a means to an end, but rather as an ongoing lifestyle
habit that you are already engaged in.Instead of looking at a diet as something to add into your
life, see a diet as something you're already “on.” When you look at it this way, “sticking with” a
diet really means sticking with certain dietary habits you deem beneficial.This means all you
have to do is simply substitute a few dietary choices you're already making with a few better
choices, and make these better choices your new “normal.”So now the question is this; “How is
my current diet getting me closer to or further from the goals I have?”Since there are countless
books and resources out there for figuring out what to eat for any particular goal, and many
people already have a basic idea of how they can start eating better, I won't include that in this
book.But once you know what you need to change, the next question (which this book will
answer) is this: “How can I make these changes become my new regular dietary habit?”This is a
much needed “missing link” that most diet programs don't include. It doesn't help that many diets
are simply designed to be “short term” fixes, and even the ones that are sustainable over the
long term don't make the effort to show the users how to make it part of their lifestyle. While
some short-term approaches certainly have their place, it's absolutely critical you understand
how to control your dietary habits so you can sustain any benefits a better diet will give you for
the rest of your life.By reading the following pages, you're going to be let in on the secret for how
to keep your healthy dietary habits for the rest of your life so you'll never have to worry about
losing the amazingly fit and healthy body you've worked so hard for. And as a bonus, once you
understand these secrets, you'll be able to apply these strategies to get yourself to stick to just
about any habit you're looking to add into your life! How cool is that?
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Marjorie, “... back from sticking to my eating plans and I liked the hacks it provides to help one's
headspace to .... This book really made me think about what was really holding me back from
sticking to my eating plans and I liked the hacks it provides to help one's headspace to stay the
course. Worth a read and good to have in your arsenal of "can I just lose these darn kilos
already" stash of books.”

Vickie Woodard, “HE'S RIGHT. I thought I was doing a great job: around the first of February I
stopped drinking all soft drinks and all fruit juice. Too many programs said juice was liquid sugar,
and too many periodicals said artificial sweeteners were worse than sugar.Well, I gave up juice,
but I eat a variety of fruit because fruit has fiber.At the end of two months I had lost nearly 20 lbs,
so I told Bill, my husband of 36 years what I had quietly done. What did he do?He started buying
big bags of my favorite candy and leaving them on the kitchen table.The author said one of the
speed bumps on the way to a healthy weight is your environment.Why would Bill do that? Every
time I was pregnant we both gained weight.I talked him into taking the candy out to his shop, and
even got him to give up soft drinks.Our children grew up eating a variety of vegetables,
something neither he nor I had done. If you have children, do that now, today. Start good
habits.The only time our children had cookies was when we made them. Their favorite to this day
is oatmeal butterscotch. Okay, I pushed them towards oatmeal because it was better for
them.This author puts common sense into words, but it's up to you to put words into action. The
sooner you do, the better for you.Diet alone usually doesn't do it, so find a place to exercise:
walk your dog or maybe your spouse to start out- then move on to something a little more
strenuous.And stop drinking those soft drinks and fruit juices. I told you what that did for me, and
that's without changing any other habits.”

Fraun Flerchinger, “sensible, helpful advice. We all know that weight control means eating less
and moving more. I really thought this was going to be another 'pointing out the obvious' book.
But it contains good sound motivational ideas that can help you stick to anything (not just a diet)
using your own valid reasons, not someone else's. If I'd actually stuck to my diet, I'd have given it
5 stars! LOL”

Nancy Hendrickson, “This Is a Winner - Not the Ordinary Take on Diets. Okay, I'll admit - I've
read and reviewed more diet books than I can remember. Many of them have a few tips that I
take to heart while others are rehashed info that don't mean much to me. This book was
surprisingly different - in a very happy way :) Not only was the info a huge cut above the norm,
but the author included links to info that I'd never seen before. The life and attitude hacks make a
lot of sense - and I've decided that I can begin at least one of these. In going back through the
book I realize one of the reasons I like it so much is that it pulls no punches in terms of
expectations. This book does not offer a quick fix - but it does offer tools that WORK! (By the



way, dear author - thank you for the YouTube channel info. I've already tried the quick spinach
salad. Yummy)”

Lori, “Very helpful, quick and to the point. This was a very quick read. Everything you need to get
your mindset ready and focused was laid out very clearly. Get a pen and paper ready and follow
along step by step, follow the exercises, and if you do that it will really help you stick to your
goals. There's no crazy diet or anything, just tools to get your mind focused and motivated as to
what you want, why want it, and how you're going to achieve it. I highly recommend this book
and think the tips he uses can be applied to anything we want in life, not just dieting. Since I've
read this book i've made better choices, and when I find myself wanting to reach for something
unhealthy I re-read the steps and keep myself on track.”

SLjavajunkie, “Mind over matter!. This is a great book if you have any issues keeping your head
in the diet game. Stay on track, stay focused. A slip is a slip, not a death sentence : D Solid
recipes to try some new stuff, not a ton of them in the book-but lots on his site!”

sonja, “Five Stars. great book but i am a huge fan of Derek Doepker books, highly
recommended”

Michael Finlayson, “Only for those who are serious about losing weight. This is most definitely a
book for those who are serious about losing weight, and keeping it off. This has nothing to do
with "eat this" and watch all the pounds roll off, this has been written by someone who knows
what he is talking about. This book looks at 3 areas that are absolutely vital if you want to lose
weight and keep it off, you need to know why you want to lose weight, and in order to keep it off
you have to be able to change your lifestyle, and without the right mindset you will fail. Reading
this book will help to give you the focus that you need to achieve your weight loss goals.”

northernchild, “Good advice!. This little book takes a different approach to dieting. It gives you
the freedom to put yourself first in the diet journey. We have all heard that 'dieting is more about a
lifestyle change as opposed to a quick fix'. Well, this little book adds another twist. Successful
dieting is more about hacking into your brain, emotions and habits that sabotage our dieting
efforts. I've tried just about every diet out there. Many have been successful. But none last. For
the first time ever I believe this little book has helped me understand why I fail and has given me
the insight into my own power to make the right choices. The truth the author sets before the
reader could be applicable to anything in life that one is trying to overcome. The downside of this
book.....poor editing. Bad grammar/ spelling/ editing drive me nuts!”

AlwaysReading, “Could be helpful. Yes, this book could be helpful for those serious about losing
weight. I think it's a known fact that diets don't work, but more it's about what works for you. This
book does look at the whole picture to some extent and yes, looking to oneself for the answers



would probably lead to the right road - this book may be of use.”
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